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Abstract

Huddleston and Pullum (2002) (H&P) pro-001
vides an 1842 page description of the gram-002
mar of English. We analysed the top 751 ci-003
tations to H&P from the ACL Anthology. The004
community has indeed produced work that is005
strongly influenced by H&P, especially in lin-006
guistically challenging areas such as deixis,007
anaphora and negation. To illustrate the po-008
tential of H&P as source material for linguis-009
tically informed error analysis in a conceptu-010
ally complex domain, we extract the examples011
from chapter 17 of H&P (Stirling and Hud-012
dleston, 2002), which deals with deixis and013
anaphora. We show how a representative mod-014
ern co-reference engine (Clark and Manning,015
2016a,b) handles these examples. Since every016
example in H&P is chosen to illustrate a point017
about English, and the authors provide text ex-018
plaining the importance of the point, the error019
analyst has immediate access to a good proxy020
for relevant linguistic expertise.021

1 Introduction022

Huddleston and Pullum (2002) provides a large and023

detailed descriptive grammar of English. In this024

short paper we argue that H&P is a useful resource025

for NLP and computational linguistics, particularly026

when dealing with conceptually complex areas of027

language use.028

1.1 H&P029

Huddleston and Pullum (2002) provides a large de-030

scriptive grammar of English. It has been available031

to computational linguists since 2002. It makes no032

claim to being rigorously usage-based2, but it still033

contains many naturalistic examples, curated for034

their relevance to an overall understanding of the035

1The Anthology’s interface finds the top 100 entries for
each search, but not all are relevant.

2See Leech (2004) for discussion, and compare Quirk et al.
(1985).

grammar of English. (Henceforward, we refer to 036

this work as H&P3) 037

Self-evidently, use of a grammar of English 038

is most relevant to English, but there are similar 039

works for other languages that can and should be 040

used in a similar way (Helbig and Buscha, 1998; 041

Abeillé and Godard, 2010). 042

1.2 The potential of H&P as support for 043

better error analysis 044

Many NLP researchers evaluate their work solely 045

with respect to progress on standard test data 046

sets, which are dominated by frequently occurring 047

and (often) unchallenging examples. The attitude 048

is completely appropriate when seeking to make 049

progress against a micro-averaged metric, but some- 050

times misses the mark on advancing science. For- 051

tunately, some researchers are more ambitious. For 052

example, Kolhatkar et al. (2018) aims to broaden 053

the field’s understanding of non-nominal anaphora, 054

and Parrish et al. (2021) explicitly challenges the 055

tendency to avoid rare and difficult examples. Re- 056

searchers whose prior work has used mainly stan- 057

dard test data sets, but who aspire to greater ambi- 058

tion, will need resources for doing more detailed 059

error analysis than they are used to. 060

Nerbonne (2018) argues that conciseness was 061

a crucial feature of curated test suites such as 062

(Lehmann et al., 1996). 063

[The examples were] not taken from 064

corpora [of] authentically occurring 065

speech or text, but instead consisted of 066

minimal examples designed to determine 067

whether grammatical processing systems 068

were assigning correct analyses to sen- 069

tences. [Nerbonne, 2018] 070

3Huddleston and Pullum are by no means the only au-
thors. The work is a collaboration with numerous other ex-
perts. Chapter 17 (Stirling and Huddleston, 2002), which we
treat in detail below, has Stirling as the lead author, supported
by Huddleston, who contributes to every chapter.
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Why? An integral component of a curated test071

suite is documentation of why each example is072

of interest. This is an opportunity for computa-073

tional linguists to collaborate with more theoreti-074

cally minded colleagues, but many theoreticians075

will be happier doing it with short, minimal exam-076

ples than with long newspaper sentences. The skill077

set of a theoretical linguist includes the habit of078

attending to fine detail. Newspaper sentences are079

full to overflowing with distracting fine detail. At080

best, this slows a theoretician down. At worst, it081

derails the collaboration.082

In H&P, we have close to 2000 pages of detailed083

content providing precisely the kind of information084

that a computational linguist could get from a the-085

oretician. We suggest that direct use of examples086

from H&P is a feasible and useful alternative to the087

use of curated test suites, and offers the additional088

benefit of access to detailed descriptions, by expert089

linguists, of the thinking behind each example.090

2 Evidence from citations091

We4 analyzed references to H&P in the ACL An-092

thology (Bird et al., 2008) and sorted them into093

three coarse categories: substantive, incidental094

and common knowledge5.. The goal is not a095

definitive categorization, but rather an impression096

of the influence that H&P has had on each study.097

A reference is substantive when it seems to us un-098

likely that the study in question could have been099

undertaken without the specific concepts and back-100

ground provided by H&P. A reference is inciden-101

tal when material from H&P is used to motivate102

choices made in the study, but the study could per-103

fectly well have been done without its influence.104

The label common knowledge applies if a citation105

serves to document common knowledge: for exam-106

ple, Alkorta et al. (2018) uses H&P to document a107

generally accepted notion of the scope of negation.108

This citation is arguably useful for clarifying that109

the paper’s authors did not invent this notion, but110

does not shape the work. WE judge there were just111

5 clear cases (6%) of citation purely to document112

common knowledge6. It is logically possible for113

a paper to include more than one of these kinds114

4This paper has just one author, but stylistically ‘we’ seems
to read better

5We also scanned some references in Semantic Scholar
(Ammar et al., 2018), but found no computational linguistic
work that was not already referenced in the ACL anthology

6A spreadsheet containing our judgments about papers will
be made available for research use. As befits an opinion paper,
these are opinions.

of citation to H&P. but in our sample this never 115

happened. 116

Formally, the sample frame for the citation anal- 117

ysis is the set of entries returned by the search 118

function of the ACL anthology when the query is 119

‘Huddleston’, restricted to those that are indeed 120

references to H&P, and which have at least some 121

computational linguistic content. The anthology 122

search page, accessed using the term ‘Huddleston’ 123

estimates that there are 230 matching entries, and 124

shows 100 of them. A single researcher, with over 125

30 years of experience in computational linguis- 126

tics, accessed each of the corresponding papers, 127

searched for the reference, and read enough of the 128

surrounding material to arrive at a categorization. 129

Entries in the anthology that are not references to 130

H&P but to other work by Huddleston were ex- 131

cluded, as were those entries that describe work 132

that clearly has no computational content, and to 133

results that were duplicative.This leaves 75 refer- 134

ences to H&P that need to be categorized7. 135

Examples of the substantive category include: 136

• Mosbach et al. (2020) notes that English gram- 137

mar requires a relativizer in subject relative 138

clauses, but licenses its omission in object rel- 139

ative clauses. H&P is cited to introduce that 140

claim, and the study proceeds to investigate 141

whether transformer-based masked language 142

models can capture this aspect of the gram- 143

mar. 144

• Ficler and Goldberg (2016) studies argument 145

cluster coordination, and adopts a conceptu- 146

alization and representational proposal from 147

H&P. 148

• Kazantseva and Szpakowicz (2010) uses an as- 149

pectual classification based on H&P’s notion 150

of situation type. 151

35 papers were judged to be substantively influ- 152

enced by H&P (47%). 153

Examples of the incidental category include the 154

following: 155

• Zeldes (2018) cites H&P’s discussion of sin- 156

gular ‘they‘ as part of a delineation of the idea 157

of notional anaphora: the latter being the fo- 158

cus of the study. 159

7The supplementary material includes a spreadsheet with
pointers to the relevant papers
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• Kolhatkar et al. (2018), in a review of160

anaphora with non-nominal antecedents,161

quotes H&P to establish a baseline definition162

of anaphora.163

There were 35 such incidental citations (47%)164

2.1 Subcommunities165

H&P is particularly influential on studies of nega-166

tion (Morante and Blanco, 2012; Sarabi and Blanco,167

2017; Banjade and Rus, 2016) and anaphora (Kol-168

hatkar et al., 2018; Zeldes, 2018). These sub-fields169

of computational linguistics are conceptually com-170

plex, so it is not surprising that support from expert171

theoretical linguists has particular value. Further172

citation analysis, beyond the scope of the current173

study, could measure the possibility that H&P has174

indirect influence on work that does not cite it, but175

does cite the work that is directly shaped by H&P8.176

2.2 Conclusions of the citation study177

On the basis of this citation analysis we can con-178

clude that that H&P is cited on a systematic and179

regular basis by an influential part of the commu-180

nity that publishes in the ACL Anthology, realizing181

some of its potential.182

3 Anaphora and deixis: using H&P for183

error analysis184

Error analysis is highlighted as an opportunity in a185

review of H&P written for the CL journal (Brew,186

2003). We demonstrate this opportunity by extract-187

ing9 and using all the examples in chapter 17 of the188

grammar, which treats deixis and anaphora. These189

sub-fields are conceptually complex and critical190

for practical applications. We take error analysis191

broadly. One kind of error is when a modelling192

failure leads to a mis-classification of a single ex-193

ample; another is when a whole class of potentially194

valuable behavior is excluded, presumably because195

the test suites and the first widely available corpora196

focus on a narrow subset of the problem. Specif-197

ically, we see that most CL work on co-reference198

focuses only on nominal anaphora. Kolhatkar et al.199

8Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for reminding us of
this possibility, and suggesting ways in which the additional
citation analysis might be done.

9The authors of the chapter provided it as a Microsoft
Word document with highly regular structure and formatting.
The author converted this to similarly regular HTML5 and a
Python script used DOM operations to extract the examples.
We can provide the software on request, but are not able to
share the H&P source text.

(2018); Zeldes (2018) are notable exceptions. This 200

is an error of the second kind. 201

There are 803 examples in the chapter where 202

at least one candidate is underlined in H&P. The 203

full list of examples is provided in the supplemen- 204

tary material. For 433 of these the Stanford NLU 205

pipeline, used with its default settings, finds no co- 206

reference chain. Noun-phrases and verb-phrases 207

were extracted from the output of the Stanford 208

pipeline using TREGEX expressions10. Over half 209

of the examples correspond to something that the 210

standard pipeline does not do. There are 520 dis- 211

tinct underlined targets in the corpus of examples. 212

(1) Frequent targets 213

a. herself it himself that she her they Jill 214

he you (Noun phrases) 215

b. will do have to "do so" did doing 216

"invite Kim as well" had be (Verb 217

phrases) 218

c. so here one now then other other- 219

wise their his have (not identified as 220

phrases) . 221

195 of these targets (37.5%) are identified as noun- 222

phrases by the Stanford analyser. (1-a) contains the 223

most frequent of these: they are mainly pronom- 224

inal antecedents. The full list is available in the 225

supplementary material. see such examples in the 226

test suite for any traditional co-reference analyzer. 227

There are 88 examples of targets (16.9%) that 228

the Stanford analyzers identify as verb phrases. An 229

example is in (2-a) 230

(2) Full examples. 231

a. A: You should phone her and ask if 232

she has finished. B: I will , but I’m 233

pretty sure she hasn’t. 234

b. The idea was preposterous, but no one 235

dared say so. 236

H&P comments that in (2-a): 237

the anaphoric links cut across each 238

other: the missing complement of ‘will‘ 239

is linked to ‘phone her‘ and that of 240

‘hasn’t‘ to ‘finished‘. 241

Examples of frequent targets identified as verb 242

phrases are in (1-b) and the full list is in the sup- 243

plementary material. This points to opportunities 244

10software available on request.
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available by broadening the scope of mention ex-245

traction.246

There are 273 targets (52.5%) that were not247

identified as noun-phrases or verb-phrases by the248

pipeline. The most frequent of these are shown249

in (1-c), and the full list is in the supplementary250

material. H&P comments that in (2-b) so [is] inter-251

preted as “that the idea was preposterous”. This is252

part of the meaning, not part of the text.253

4 Recommendations for the use of H&P254

• The most important thing for an applied NLP255

researcher to do with this corpus is to system-256

atically consider all the types of expression257

in the examples, and form a reasoned opinion258

about which ones they want to cover. At this259

point, informed choices can be made about260

the scope of training data creation and/or lin-261

guistic effort.262

• The second task is to decide on an implemen-263

tation. For a neural approach this would in-264

clude the choice of an architecture and loss265

function. If the chosen method is not neural,266

corresponding choices can now be informed267

by a data-driven understanding of the extent268

of the desired coverage.269

H&P can be of great help in shaping the first step,270

which is frequently decisive on the quality of the271

outcome.272

4.1 Deeper examples from H&P273

In discussing ‘Anaphors that are not NPs‘ H&P274

provides the following examples:275

(3) Anaphors that are not NPs276

a. I asked for a green shirt, but he gave277

me a white one.278

b. If you want me to stay on I will do so.279

Link is to verb phrase, no pronoun280

c. Liz will complain, or at least I think281

she will _. Link is to verb phrase,282

from embedded sentence with gap283

and provide the following commentary on (3-a):284

. . . the anaphoric relation is not be-285

tween the NPs a green shirt and a white286

one, but between the nouns shirt and one.287

These are not referring expressions: we288

understand the antecedent and anaphor289

here to have the same denotation, not the290

same reference.291

In (3-a) H&P distinguishes between a referential 292

link: two expressions are linked to the same ob- 293

ject; and a denotational link: two expressions are 294

linked to the same concept (here, shirt), but not to 295

the same object. Such links are beyond the scope 296

of current co-reference tasks and engines. (3-b) 297

is a clear example of reference to a verb-phrase, 298

and (3-c) shows that links can have complicated 299

phrases at both ends. From a linguist’s perspective, 300

examples like this are routine and important. Using 301

them and understanding them is a key part of being 302

a competent language user. 303

It is obvious that (3-a) should matter to an NLP 304

researcher working in a shopping application. The 305

problem that the customer has described is simple, 306

even though it is beyond the scope of current co- 307

reference engines. Supposedly intelligent systems 308

do not even try to handle this case. Insiders will 309

know that the primary reason for this is a historical 310

accident, but naive users will be surprised, and 311

rightly so. 312

5 Conclusions 313

As far as we know, and as far as the authors of H&P 314

know, the present study is the first to systematically 315

extract and use all the examples from a chapter of 316

the grammar. We hope that copyright issues can be 317

resolved and that this work can be extended to the 318

whole of the grammar. 319

Citation analysis reveals that H&P is influential, 320

especially for sub-communities of ACL working 321

on linguistically complex problems such as nega- 322

tion and anaphora. Error analysis reveals that a 323

representative high-quality co-reference analyzer 324

(Clark and Manning, 2016a) covers less than half 325

of the examples that linguists provided. The main 326

reason for failure is the mention extraction phase, 327

which precedes efforts to disambiguate reference. 328

The main opportunity for progress lies not in vary- 329

ing the way referential links are disambiguated, 330

but in reformulating the problem to account for a 331

wider range of everyday anaphoric relationships. 332

We provide quantitative detail for the Stanford co- 333

reference pipeline, working in English, but, im- 334

pressionistically, the conclusions would have been 335

similar for any typical co-reference system, such as 336

(Versley et al., 2008; Poesio et al., 2010). In sum- 337

mary, ACL researchers should and can make use of 338

the Cambridge Grammar of the English Language. 339
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6 Societal impacts and Ethical340

Considerations341

The work described in this paper raises few ethical342

concerns. The authors of H&P have given permis-343

sion for the use of the data from their chapter, and344

the quotations in the paper in any case fall within345

standard definitions of fair use.346
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